It is widely accepted that Milky Way (MW) dwarfs are the most dark matter (DM) dominated galaxies. Their DM content is estimated through its projected density along the line of sight (los). Here we demonstrate that this quantity correlates with their distance to the MW, falsifying the calculations of DM in dwarfs. Moreover, we show that the acceleration deduced from the los velocity dispersion is entirely due to MW tidal shocks. This regime is expected in the astronomical context for which MW dwarfs are descendants of infalling gas-rich galaxies. It implies that they have no DM, or, alternatively that DM could not play a role in them, questioning, e.g., their use as targets for DM searches.
INTRODUCTION
The MW halo within ∼ 300 kpc is populated by the two Magellanic Clouds and by ten to million times less massive dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs). There are now several tens of MW dSphs [1] [2] [3] discovered and their number may continue to increase. Furthermore, dSphs possess los velocity dispersions that seem considerably large when compared to expectations from their stellar mass self-gravity, which has led to assume the presence of an additional, dominant component, the dark matter (DM). The total mass (M J ) including DM has been estimated through the Jeans equation [4, 5] assuming that dwarf galaxies are self-gravitationally supported, and that the impact of the MW gravitational forces can be neglected.
However, Hammer et al. [6] have demonstrated that dSph Jeans masses (M J ) and their ratio to luminosity can be deduced from the simple knowledge of the halflight radius (r half ) and of the gravitational acceleration of the MW, which appears at odd with the assumption that dSphs are isolated galaxies. Furthermore, assuming the impulse approximation, they found that the kinetic energy brought by the MW is proportional to its gravitational acceleration, predicting the observed σ los with a good accuracy. It casts doubts about the validity of the Jeans estimate, and hence, on the presence of DM in dSphs. In the meantime, Muñoz et al. [2] have considerably improved the photometric measurements of most dSphs, improving the accuracy on r half by one order of magnitude, which automatically improves the luminosity estimates (see Supplemental Material). In this Letter, we demonstrate from data analysis that, instead of DM, the MW gravitation through tidal shocks explains the dSph kinematics. The sample of 21 dSphs with kinematic data and after removing 3 interlopers has been defined in the Supplemental Material in which scaling relations are analyzed, and which includes Table I  (data) and Table II (calculated quantities).
FIG. 1. Left:
Logarithmic correlation between the gravitational acceleration in kms −2 that would be due to DM according to Eqs. 1 & 3 and the distance to the MW center in kpc. The best fit for the 21 dSphs is represented by the solid line, while the dashed line represents the best fit after excluding Leo I and Leo II (blue dots), since they do not obey to the impulse approximation. Right: Same after replacing the MW distance by √ 2 × αMW × gMW that is the expected acceleration due to the MW in the frame of the impulse approximation (see Eq. 4). The MW mass profile is coming from [7] (top) and from [8] (bottom), respectively.
LIMITATIONS ON THE USE OF THE JEANS EQUATION TO ESTIMATE DM
Wolf et al. [5] derived the dSph total mass within r 1/2 =4 × r half /3 (see also [4] ), assuming self-equilibrium through the Jeans equation:
The above mass estimate (see, e.g., [4, 5] ) assumes that DM is spherically distributed and attempts [5] to minimise the impact of the unknown value of the velocity dispersion anisotropy. Since the determination of DM is based on a los measurement (e.g., σ los ), only the mass density projected along the los can be predicted, which is a surface mass density, i.e., proportional to M J /r 2 half . Let us consider a mass distribution very elongated along the los: the induced σ los would be indeed much larger than if the (same) mass was spherically distributed. The surface mass density is proportional to the gravitational acceleration caused by the total mass M J , whose los projection is assumed to induce the corresponding velocity dispersion σ los . Data analysis in Supplemental Material indicates that σ los correlates well with r half , following: log(σ los ) = 0.37 × log(r half ) + 0.028 (2) Combining with Eq. 1 it results that M J scales as r 1.75 half , i.e., close to the simple expectations described above (r 2 half ). The Jeans mass within r 1/2 is the sum of the stellar and the DM masses that can be associated to specific velocity dispersions, σ DM and σ stars , which could be calculated by inverting Eq.1 and replacing M J (r 1/2 ) by M DM (r 1/2 ) and M stellar /2, respectively [5] . The DM mass surface density is then:
the second term being precisely the los projected gravitational acceleration caused by the DM. Left panel of Figure 1 shows that it correlates well (Pearson correlation coefficient, ρ = 0.78, associated Student t parameter, t = 5.35) with the distance to the center of the MW (D MW ). If the DM was entirely responsible for the σ los enhancement through the Jeans equation, the projected DM mass density (or the associated gravitational acceleration) would only depend on dSph intrinsic properties, but not on a property linked to the host galaxy, disproving further that dSphs can be considered as isolated.
Left side of Figure 2 is made of 3 panels, showing the slope, correlation strength and Student t parameter of a generalised correlation between (σ • Data show significant correlation (ρ > 0.6, t > 5)
for power ≤ -1, with a peak at power = -1, implying that the DM mass density derived from Eq. 1 is indeed correlated with the MW distance;
• Data confirm the absence of correlation between σ los and distance (power = 0, as well as between the assumed total DM mass (power = 1) derived from Eq. 1 and the MW distance.
The above have a considerable impact since they are based only from the observations of dSphs without any half . Left: It shows how the correlation with the MW distance change with the power index on r half . Correlation strength and t peak at power = -1, which represents the DM los acceleration (see Eq. 3). Black and green curves are based on the dSph galaxy sample of 21 dwarfs defined in the Supplemental Material, while the blue curve is for the same sample but Leo I & Leo II. The green curve illustrates a case for which the M stellar /LV ratios are multiplied by 2. Right: Same but for the correlation with √ 2 × αMW × gMW, for which we use the MW model from [8] . Using the MW model from [7] provides very similar graphs.
dependence on modeling nor on the nature of dSphs. It explains also why the "DM in isolated dSph" hypothesis have got so much credit, given that its associated mass appears to be not correlated with the host galaxy properties. Nevertheless, Figures 1 and 2 disprove that dSphs are in isolation, and given the other underlying assumptions for establishing Eq. 1, the use of the later to estimate DM is falsified as already shown by [6] .
WHY IS THE ACCELERATION CORRELATING WITH THE MW DISTANCE?
Indeed the correlation between (σ half and D MW hints to Eqs. 2 and B16 of [6] established in the frame of the impulse and distant-tide approximations. They show that the excess of velocity dispersion caused by the MW gravitation (σ MW = σ 2 los − σ 2 stars ) can be written as:
where
is the gravitational acceleration of the MW and
characterizes the shape of the MW mass profile, taking values close to 1 in the Galactic outskirts (∂M MW /∂D MW ∼ 0) and close to 0 when the slope of the MW mass profile is steep. Eq. 4 applies to DM-devoid dSphs orbiting into the MW halo, and is based on the fact that the sizes of the dSphs are much smaller than their distances to the MW (the distant tide approximation) allowing to account for a smooth variation of the MW potential across dSphs (see Eq. 8.34 in [9] ). Furthermore, Eq. 4 requires that the dSph stars "feel" the fluctuations of the MW gravitational potential over time scales that are smaller than their crossing time scales (t cross = r half /σ los ). It has been demonstrated by Aguilar and White [10] that the corresponding impulse approximation holds even for slow encounters (or those with rather low-eccentricities) even if the encountering is as long as, or few times longer than t cross (see also [9, 11] ).
The above context may resemble that of globular clusters (GCs) progressively destroyed by tidal shocks during their passages near the MW bulge [12] [13] [14] . However, dSphs have central densities 10 000-100 000 times smaller than GCs, and their interaction with the MW potential is indeed much stronger during a single dynamical time, t dyn = r half /σ stars , which ranges from 5 × 10 7 to 8 × 10 8 years. In fact Gnedin and Ostriker [14] showed that it takes more than 3 (resp. 10-15) dynamical times for a system to virialise (resp. relax) after a perturbation.
In the course of their orbits with large durations into the halo (
, where V GSR is the galactocentric projection of the radial velocity), dSphs are affected by strong changes of the MW potential, i.e., changes by more than the self-gravity kinetic energy (1/2 × σ 2 stars ). Deriving Eq. 4 leads to a distance variation, ∆(D MW ), which induces such perturbing changes:
Given the small dSph stellar masses (see Supplemental Material), the ratio σ 2 stars /σ 2 MW is so small that changing D MW by only a few percents warrants a kinetic-energy change of 1/2 σ 2 stars . In the impulse approximation, the perturbation causes an instantaneous change in the velocity of each star, which depends only on its position [10] . It holds when t cross is larger than the encountering time t enc =∆(D MW )/V GSR , which eventually leads to Eq. 4. Another way to establish Eq. 4 is to consider the stars that are in resonance with the MW gravitational perturbation: following [13, 15] the fraction of resonant stars follows (t enc /t cross ) −1 , which is 100% for most dSphs. Values of t enc /t cross are below 1 for most dSphs, but much larger than 10 for Leo I and Leo II (see Table  II in Supplemental Material). Intermediate values for Carina, Fornax, Sculptor, & Leo V are likely yielding accurate results consistent with the impulse approximation even if the conditions are not strictly satisfied [10, 11] . Moreover, stars in these dSphs would not have time to come back to equilibrium (virialisation), since the ratio of t enc to the virialising time is always below or very close to 1, except for Leo I and Leo II. It is noteworthy to see that Leo I and Leo II are also the clear outsiders of the relations shown in Figure 1 (see blue dots). . Left: It assumes the MW mass and its profile from [7] . The blue line indicates the track of a simulated dwarf falling into the MW halo, adapted from Yang et al. [16] by adopting a softening radius of 0.1 pc, i.e., warranting that almost no stars are affected by non-Newtonian motion. Right: Same after optimising the MW mass profile.
One may verify whether or not (σ half correlates or even can be approximated by √ 2×α MW ×g MW (see Eq. 4). The later term requires the knowledge of the MW potential and we are considering two models optimized for reproducing the MW kinematics [8] and extended rotation curve [7] from observations of distant massive stars and globular clusters. Right panels of Figure 1 show that the correlation between the two quantities has a similar strength than that found in the left panel. More important is the fact that for most dSphs and within their error bars, the acceleration assumed to come from the DM is equal and then entirely caused by the gravitational action of the MW. Given the fact that this is expected in galaxies that apparently contains only stars, the presence of DM in these objects is unlikely.
Right panel of Figure 2 illustrates the behaviour of the correlation between (σ 2 los − σ 2 stars ) × r power half and √ 2 α MW g MW , the former term depending only on observed properties, the later being only related to the MW gravitation. It is essentially similar to the result from the left panel, although the slope of the correlation is exactly 1 for power = -1, i.e., data indicate that Eq. 4 reproduces precisely energy exchanges between the MW and the dSphs within an acceleration range of almost 2 decades. Figure 3 shows the comparison between predictions from Eq. 4 to the observed σ los . In the left panel, MW model from [7] predicts remarkably well the observations, with slope= 0.9 and with Pearson correlation coefficient ρ = 0.78. Similar values (slope= 1.17 and ρ = 0.89) are found when using MW model from [8] . We notice that the two models are based on the Navarro et al. [17] density profile that does not converge at large distances. It indeed forbids values of α MW larger than 0.7, which let significant room to use more appropriate MW profiles and optimise them. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to calculate the MW total mass and its profile, the right panel of Figure 3 shows the result of such an attempt leading to a total MW mass and a mass profile in very good agreement with mass and extended rotation curve profiles made available by [18, 19] .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
It is widely accepted that dSph progenitors have reached the MW halo after loosing their gas, probably through ram-pressure effects caused by the diffuse halo hot gas [20, 21] . This is strongly supported by a strong dichotomy in dwarf gas content, those beyond 300 kpc being gas-rich, the others being gas-free [21] . The stellar old age and low metallicities of most of dSphs have been often considered as evidences for an ancient infall of primordial dwarf galaxies. However, there are mounting evidences for a more recent infall of most dSphs. 74% of them [3] have orbital motions in a gigantic plane perpendicular to the MW disk suggesting a common infall [22] , including with the Magellanic Clouds (MCs), which move and lie in the same plane and are at their first passage [23] . The MCs also show large orbital eccentricities, a property shared by most dSphs from their Gaia orbits [3] , and half of them have apocenters in excess to 300 kpc. This is especially true for MW mass and profile consistent with most MW structural parameters [8] . In the following we show that it is the above astronomical context that leads to Eq. 4, which fully explains the large values of dSph velocity dispersions.
Eq. 4 has been established under the impulse approximation regime, which is robust for all dSphs but Leo I and II. The factor √ 2 in Eq. 4 results from the assumed Plummer model for the stellar density in dSphs, assuming further a spherical symmetry and using a radius that is the geometric mean of the major and minor axe halflight radii. Adopting different available models would not affect Eq. 4 by more than few percents [6] . The instantaneous energy exchange caused by MW tides to an individual star with velocity v is:
where ∆v is the change in velocity [11] . If dSphs are spherically symmetric, the first term (so-called tidal stripping) vanishes when averaged over all stars letting the second term (so-called tidal shocking or heating, approximated to 1/2(∆σ)
2 ), which leads to Eq. 4 [6] . The first comprehensive simulation of DM-devoid dwarfs falling into the gravitational potential of the MW has been done by Piatek and Pryor [24] . However, since the initial conditions of [24] assume gas-free dwarfs, when they initially approach the MW at large distances, the gravitational field is weak and | ∆v | | v |, leading to a dominant first term in Eq. 6 as described by the diffuse regime [9] . This leads [24] to large star losses by tidal stripping and to very elongated objects, with kinematics not consistent with observations (see also [25] ). Conversely, | ∆v | (approximated by σ MW ) is systematically larger than | v |, if approximated by σ stars . It points out the presence of gas in dSph progenitors, which is expected from observations [21] . The diffuse regime cannot be reached after the gas removal by ram-pressure, since this leads to a serious loss of the initial gravity, and stars are left almost free to expand within a spherical geometry.
In Figure 3 In fact, tidal shocks bring the same kinetic energy to stars independently of their radial position (see also calculations in [6] ). The prominence of tidal shocks in the case of gas-rich progenitors has been already shown by [26] , who also found that most of the very elongated shapes or bar-like features obtained in gas-free simulations [27] then vanish. Properties of 'tidally-shocked', DM-devoid dSphs are likely undistinguishable from those observed, including star formation histories that could be complex and difficult to interpret, especially if unknown amounts of initial gas have been removed by ram-pressure effects in their past histories.
Tidal features are then not expected to be observed in DM-devoid dSph at recent infall, because MW tidal shocking dominates tidal stripping.
Despite many searches, there are no obvious tidal features in the relatively bright, so-called classical dSphs except perhaps for Carina [28] , which is likely near its pericenter [3] . Conversely to [10, 13, 14] , we have not examined the theoretical evolution with time of the DM-devoid dSphs, although our modelling indicates also mass losses, in particular for the smallest ones. Tidal shocking could lead to disrupt these objects, and large parts of their stellar content can be expelled toward large surrounding areas. Hercules is likely at such a stage [29, 30] and Küpper et al. [31] recently modelled it as an exploding stellar system after two passages, concluding to an absence of a DM dominant component. This supports our conclusions, since Hercules fits remarkably well the relations shown in Figures 1 to 3 .
The DM content of dSphs is calculated through the DM projected density along the los. The corresponding los gravitational acceleration due to DM follows the direction of the MW gravitational acceleration. Here we demonstrate that the recently improved data from [2, 3] reveal that the gravitational acceleration attributed to the DM mainly depends on the distance to the MW. Assuming a mass modelling of the MW consistent with its kinematics and rotation curve, we find that the los gravitational acceleration is precisely that expected from the MW gravitational forces under the assumption of the impulse approximation.
It leads us concluding that there is no need for DM to explain the observed properties of the MW dSphs. DM-dominated models of dSphs are working in a selfconsistent mode, because the DM is shielding the action of the MW, and furthermore the DM total mass appears not to be correlated to the MW distance or its gravitational action. This sort of "cosmological" conspiracy appears to be foiled from the correlation (ρ = 0.78 for 21 dSphs, 0.83 without Leo I and Leo II) between the MW distance and the los projected acceleration, which is indeed the only quantity related to observations. The probability that this is just a coincidence is only 10 −5 , which can be conservatively considered as the chance that DM impacts the kinematics of dSphs. The impact of this result is broad, questioning the need to search DM in these evanescent stellar systems, and perhaps revolutionizing our understanding of dwarfs in the Local Group and their role in cosmology.
We are grateful Hadi Rahmani for a careful reading of this paper. [33] , the dotted lines shows a detection limit in surface brightness of 31 mag.arcsec −2 , and the arrow indicates the track of the simulated dSph, which is also represented in Figure 3 .
Appendix: Data and fundamental relationships
The data
Fritz et al. [3] provide one of the most complete and up-to-date list of 39 dSphs with spectroscopic data on individual stars that are essential to estimate their lineof-sight velocity dispersions (σ los ). The list includes also objects whose nature is still under debate (e.g., Crater I). Our goal is to test the dark matter (DM) estimate in dSphs lying into the virial halo of the MW, i.e., within 300 kpc, letting us to exclude Phoenix (which is indeed not a dSph) and Eridanus II. Objects with only upper limits on σ los have also to be rejected either because their nature as dSph or star cluster is under debate (Crater I) or because they cannot lead to DM mass estimate (Segue II, Hydra II, Triangulum II, Tucana III & Grus I). Velocity dispersion estimates are likely contaminated by the presence of double stars, which affect particularly galaxies with only few stars spectroscopically measured (see, e.g., [32] ). In order to keep sufficiently high the number of dSphs we arbitrarily choose to keep targets having 8 or more such stars for measuring σ los , excluding Bootes II, Carina III, Horologium & Pisces II. Finally since we aim at estimating the influence of the MW on the DM measurements, we choose to further exclude Carina II, Reticulum II & Hydrus, which lie in between the MW and the LMC.
It results that the sample of dSphs inhabiting the virial halo of the MW and having robust kinematics data for evaluating the DM estimates includes 24 galaxies, enabling us to study the correlation between their fundamental parameters, i.e., their luminosities, radii, velocities and distances. Correlations between LV , r half , and σ los Table I displays the properties of the sample of 24 dSphs having robust kinematics data. Half-light radii (r half ) and V luminosity (L V ) are taken from [2] , assuming a Plummer density profile. Following [1] we calculate the geometric mean half-light radius of the major and minor axes to account for the presence of highly elliptical systems. Left panel of Figure 4 shows the very strong correlation for the 24 dSphs but Crater II (ρ= 0.87, t=8.1) between L V and r half , leading to log(L V ) = 2.93 log(r half ) − 1.48. Such correlation can be also seen in Fig. 6 of [1] . It means that the visible luminosity scales at power ∼3 of the characteristic radius. Surface-brightness limit may affect the scaling. However only the discovery of many Crater II type galaxies could change it significantly.
Assuming a Plummer profile, it implies for dSphs an average central density of ν 0 = 0.0079 L pc −3 , a value about 20 times smaller that of the stellar density in the Sun neighborhood. Although the scatter between dSph values is quite large (the minimal value is ν 0 = 0.00025 for Aquarius, a value ∼ 350 times smaller than the largest one, for Leo I), it is superseded by the huge range of L V values (factor 21 000). Notice also that Crater II is definitively an interloper with an ultra-low density, 33 000 lower than the average of other dSphs. los (ρ = 0.68, t = 4.2), i.e., with more than twice the power index expected for the baryon Tully Fisher relationship. This discrepancy has been already noted by [34] . Combined together, the two relations displayed in Figure 4 the relationship between r half , and σ los shown in Figure 5 (see the dash-small dashed line). The latter has been also found by [4] (see their Fig. 6 ), though the improved data measurements from [2] as well as our choice of a geometrical mean for r half (see, e.g., the Hercules location that is no more discrepant) have considerably reduced the scatter and increased the significance (ρ= 0.76, t=5.4 for 23 galaxies). We also notice that the slope of the relation (0.37±0.04, see Eq. 2) is larger than that from [4] .
Correlations with the distance to the MW Figure 6 shows the correlations of L V , r half and σ los with the MW distance. After eliminating Sagittarius that is clearly an outsider, there is a weak correlation between the V luminosity and the distance (ρ = 0.56, t = 3.1), which can be explained by the fact that only the bright dSphs have been fully detected in the Local Volume. The strength of the L V -r half correlation is then sufficient to explain the very weak correlation between r half and distance (ρ = 0.42, t = 2.2). Note that σ los does not correlate at all with distance, as also shown in Figure 2 .
It results that both Sagittarius and Crater II are outsiders from the relations linking the MW dSph fundamental properties. This is not surprising since the former was never considered for estimating the DM content since it is evidently dominated by the MW tidal forces, which is further evidenced by the associated gigantic stream [35, 36] . Crater II has been discovered recently (see Caldwell et al. [37] ) and immediately considered as an outsider, due to its extremely small stellar density. From examination of Figures 4 to 6 we find that while being less compelling, Bootes I is also an outsider when it is compared to the properties of the 21 resting galaxies. The latter will be considered as the sample of ordinary dSph galaxies, and all Figures of the main manuscript are based on this sample. Table II gives the quantities calculated in the paper assuming the MW model of [7] . [7] . (1) 
